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METHODOLOGY & PARTICIPANTS
WHO WE RESEARCHED & WHY WE TESTED.



METHODOLOGYWHO PARTICIPATEDWHAT WE DID

WHY WE DID IT

FIVE RESELLERS

3 In-depth interview and 
walkthrough with three resellers: 
Bechtle, Centerpoint, & CD-ROM 
LAND. 2 resellers who gave 
written feedback: BCC and 
Informatique.

INTERVIEW

● Through in-depth interviews with resellers, we focused on learning 
as much about the user as we could to create a persona of our 
resellers.

WALKTHROUGH

● Users narrate their thought process as they initiate a return.
● As users think out loud, we asked questions to learn more about 

their thought process.

To better understand the needs for 
the Reseller when returning 
products. To learn the 'why' behind 
what works or does not work for 
users in WebRMA 2.0. 

We interviewed users about their 
experience with WebRMA2.0 in 
Benelux region. We also observed 
them initiate a return through their 
account and asked questions as 
they completed the tasks.

METHODOLOGY & PARTICIPANTS
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HOW WE RECRUITED
Ferry from Benelux reached out 
to Ingram resellers by email, and 
we interviewed them through 
Teams. 



PERSONAS
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PERSONAS

MID-VOLUME RESELLER
(Spreadsheet users)

LOW-VOLUME RESELLER
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Handles a low-volume of returns. 
Typically returns about 1-3 items at a 

time. Having the options in one screen is 
top priority, even if it takes more time.

Handles a mid-volume of returns. 
Typically returns about 5-10 items at 

a time, and sometimes up to 20. 
Speed and ease are top priorities.



INTERVIEW FINDINGS
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GOOD

BAD

NOTEWORTHY

/  Pains that users had during their purchase experience.

/  What customers loved about their experience with Ingram.

/  Particularly interesting callouts, insights, and warnings from users.
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CATEGORIZING OUR FINDINGS



LOW-VOLUME RESELLERS SEE WEBRMA 2.0 AS ‘OKAY’ BUT IT COULD BE GREAT WITH SMALL ENHANCEMENTS

"This one (Ingram) is the most clear.” “I rate it a 7/10”. 

“Currently, [I rate this a] 5/10. If we improve the cart problem and site speed, 8/10. 

If we improve the notifications afterwards, then 10/10.”

SEARCH FUNCTION DOES NOT WORK WELL

“Looking up serial give sometime more results, unclear which you need to choose”

“Search on serial often does not work”

“I already searched the serial, so it should show you the item. Instead it shows you the entire order 

and I have to manually select the order.” 

INTERVIEW & WALKTHROUGH INSIGHTS
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Low-volume resellers / Mid-volume resellers



LOW AND MID-VOLUME RESELLERS START RETURNS FROM THE SAME PLACE - SEARCH

"If I search with the PO number I have all the information I need. It's pretty straightforward and 

easy to do." 

"Searching by PO is the easiest way to do this.”

“Ideal [next step] would be to go back the top line (search) [after adding an item to return].” 

AFTER SUBMITTING A RETURN, RESELLERS WANT AN INSTANT NOTIFICATION

"I wait for an email notification."

"I get an email notification. (With Ingram) Sometimes it takes up to 2 weeks to hear anything. 

They disappear for 2 weeks before I hear anything."

INTERVIEW & WALKTHROUGH INSIGHTS
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Low-volume resellers / Mid-volume resellers



ALL USERS MENTIONED THE SITE BEING SLOW

4 OUT OF 5 RESELLERS MENTIONED AN IMPROVED ‘SEARCH’ EXPERIENCE 
AS PART OF THEIR IDEAL SOLUTION

RESELLERS WANT MORE NOTIFICATIONS THROUGH EMAIL. STATUS PAGE IS 
SEEN AS LAST RESORT IF NO EMAILS ARE RECEIVED.

INTERVIEW & WALKTHROUGH INSIGHTS
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"PO number is just the 
easiest." 
— Eva

“If I search with the PO 
number I have all the 
information I need.”
— Kristiaan

“I always use the s/n because 
it’s unique for every article. 
It’s the only unique data.” 
— Rogier

ENTRY POINT FINDINGS

Start with PO 
number or S/N

Uses search bar to 
find items

Never starts a 
return from Invoice

xxx

xxx

"[I] Always [start a return] 
through search…” 
— Eva

“Searching by PO is the 
easiest way to do this [start a 
return]”

"In an ideal situation, we just 
put in PO number and get all 
the relevant info."
—Kristiaan

"I never start a return from 
the invoice."
—Eva

SECONDARY THEMES

● Relaxed users appreciated 
that PO number can pull up 
information connected to the 
order.

● Power users want to use the 
S/N or Delivery Number to 
pull up individual item.
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"Most of the time it's one or 
two." 
— Eva

ATTACHMENTS, REASONS, QUANTITIES

Returns a few items 
at a time

Rarely adds 
attachments

One return reason 
per item

xxx

xxx

"Sometimes when an article 
is broken or defective and a 
customer sends a picture I 
will add the picture it's almost 
actually never happens. It's a 
pretty rare occurrence. Mostly 
the photos are coming from 
the customer”
— Eva

“If it’s required, we send it in 
an email.”
— Rogier

"Selecting multiple reasons 
does not exist in any other 
website. It’s a 1% chance it 
happens for us.”
— Kristiaan 

SECONDARY THEMES

● Users see attachments 
as a secondary task 
compared to other 
actions.

● All users complete the 
return in one sitting.
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THE MID-VOLUME RESELLER WALKED US THROUGH HIS IDEAL 
SOLUTION ON A COMPETITORS PLATFORM

Rogier pulls up spreadsheet from their custom made software. He 

finds the order by searching by date in their app, and then clicks a 

button to copy the serial number.

WALKTHROUGH WITH A COMPETITOR’S RETURN PROCESS
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"It is easy, fast, low effort. It's so easy an idiot could do it. I wouldn't improve anything on it."



HE SEARCHES BY SERIAL NUMBER

After copying the serial, Rogier goes to the Gistron website, and 
pastes the S/N into the text field labeled 'Serial Number.’ 
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THE ITEM POPS UP

A modal pops up with all the product information related to this 
order, and he adds it to his list of items to return.

WALKTHROUGH WITH A COMPETITOR’S RETURN PROCESS



NEXT HE FILLS IN THE DEFECT DESCRIPTION 

The information auto-populates from the serial number. 

There is a space to describe the problem, so he copies and 

pastes the defect description into the box. 
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BACK TO STEP 1

Since he has a list of about 10 items, he then finds another serial 

number to search, and repeats the process. After he's done, he 

clicks "Send RMA Request" button, and he receives a confirmation 

within 2 minutes.

WALKTHROUGH WITH A COMPETITOR’S RETURN PROCESS
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OUR RECOMMENDED NEXT STEPS



DESIGN TAKEAWAYS

IMPROVE THE SEARCH EXPERIENCE
4 out of 5 users mentioned the search experience in their ideal solution. Some 

mentioned functions include: 1) Partial search - input part of a serial number to 

pull up the item, 2) Search by serial #, invoice #, or PO # to find items and 3) 

Allow users to search multiple items at once. 

BUILD UPON ORDER LIST VIEW FOR BETTER FUNCTIONALITY
By iterating off the list view of WebRMA 2.0, we can make key call-to-actions 

more intuitive and faster to complete. 
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BULK IS NOT FORGOTTEN
By searching multiple S/N’s, 

resellers can copy/paste as many 

items as needed from their 

spreadsheet. This could supplement 

the one-by-one experience.

We predict this would work for 

high-volume resellers. 



DESIGN TAKEAWAYS

USE THE PO & SERIAL NUMBER AS THE STARTING POINT FOR A RETURN
During interviews and walkthroughs, 3 out of 3 resellers mentioned they always 

start a return by searching the PO or S/N because they use this number 

everywhere in their systems. We can use this behavior to simplify the first step. 

CREATE PRIMARY AND SECONDARY TASKS TO SIMPLIFY SCREENS
Secondary tasks like adding attachments or comments are situational and 

sometimes skipped. By separating the primary and secondary tasks, we can 

direct the user to focus on the most important areas first.
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PRIMARY AND SECONDARY
As we do more user research, we’ll 

continue to discover what users 

view as primary and secondary 

tasks. 



NEXT STEPS

IDEATE 
Brainstorm with design team and key stakeholders on potential solutions. 

Decide as a team on the best approach.

DESIGN
Create mock-ups based on the best approach. 

USER TESTING
Return to a new set of users with mock-ups to gather additional feedback. 
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THANK YOU.



REFERENCE LINKS

VIDEOS 
Bechtle - https://web.microsoftstream.com/video/59833dbe-4d86-411c-a1ca-be63e8ab67f4

CentralPoint - https://web.microsoftstream.com/video/abeef72c-6867-4f0b-879a-8b2141f25913 
CD-ROM LAND - https://web.microsoftstream.com/video/4026f3cb-8482-474a-9935-ae72d3b8ceae

CONFLUENCE
https://imonline.atlassian.net/wiki/spaces/DS/pages/291144358/User+Testing+RMA
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